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a b s t r a c t
Cell mediated immune response has a major role in controlling the elimination of infectious agents. The
rational design of sub-unit peptide vaccines against intracellular pathogens or cancer requires the use
of antigenic sequence/s that can induce highly potent, long lasting and antigen-speciﬁc responses in
the majority of the population. A promising peptide selection strategy is the detection of multi-epitope
peptide sequences with an ability to bind multiple MHC alleles. While past research sought the best
epitopes based on their speciﬁc antigenicity, we ask whether speciﬁc deﬁned domains have high epitope
densities. Signal peptides and trans-membrane domains were found to have exceptionally high epitope
densities. The improved MHC binding of these domains relies on their hydrophobic nature and, in signal
peptides, also on their speciﬁc sequence. The high epitope density of SP was computed using in-silico
methods and corroborated by the high percentage of identiﬁed SP epitope in the IEDB (immune epitope
database). The enhanced immunogenicity of SP was then experimentally conﬁrmed using a panel of nine
peptides derived from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTb) proteins used in human PBMC proliferation
assays and T cell lines functional assays. Our results show the exceptionally high antigen speciﬁc response
rates and population coverage to SP sequences compared with non-SP peptide antigens derived from the
same proteins. The results suggest a novel scheme for the rational design of T cell vaccines using a domain
based rather than an epitope based approach.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Traditional vaccines are based on dead or attenuated pathogens
(Artenstein, 2008), which can be potentially dangerous or difﬁcult
to maintain in ambient conditions. An alternative to wholepathogen based vaccines are subunit peptide vaccines (Brossart
et al., 2000). These vaccines are composed of small peptides presented to T lymphocytes in the context of MHC molecule (Agudelo
and Patarroyo, 2010). These peptides are fully synthetic, nonhazardous and usually easy to maintain in ambient conditions,
enabling the vaccination of populations in countries with lower
medical standards.
An important issue in the design of such vaccines is the choice of
optimal epitopes that can induce the maximal immune activation
in the largest fraction of the population. Numerous methodologies
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have been introduced to design optimal multi-epitope vaccines that
could cater to a large proportion of the population. These methodologies were usually based on combining peptides that bind highly
frequent MHC alleles from a single antigen (Ossendorp et al., 1998;
Porgador et al., 1996) or from several antigens (Odunsi et al., 2007;
Surman et al., 2000; Toussaint et al., 2008; van Mierlo et al., 2004;
Vider-Shalit et al., 2007b; Welters et al., 2008). In this study we test
the possibility of a novel alternative of selecting highly immunogenic regions containing multiple epitopes, based on their protein
domain identity.
MHC class I molecules, found on all nucleated cells and platelets,
are loaded with peptides which are representative of the protein
repertoire of these cells. The antigen presentation machinery in
eukaryotic cells breaks down all intracellular proteins into short
peptides by the proteasome. The proteasome has three subunits:
LMP2, LMP7 and LMP10, with different protease or peptidase activities. Some of the generated peptides have lengths enabling their
binding to MHC class I. The transport of proteasome-degraded
peptides into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) involves an ATPdependent transporter designated TAP (Lindquist et al., 1998;
Lyko et al., 1995; Martoglio and Dobberstein, 1998). The TAP is
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a membrane-spanning heterodimer consisting of TAP1 and TAP2
subunits. TAP from different organisms have different preferences
for transported peptides based on the hydrophobicity or the charge
of the C terminus and of other parts of the transported peptide. In
order for a peptide to serve as a good CD8+ Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte (CTL) epitope, it must be cleaved, transferred to the ER and
then bind with sufﬁcient afﬁnity to MHC-I molecules.
Based on these three requirements (cleavage, TAP binding/transfer to ER and MHC binding), we have developed a set
of highly precise algorithms (Ginodi et al., 2008; Louzoun et al.,
2006; Vider-Shalit et al., 2007a) to test the epitope density in
different sequences. We have previously shown the precision of
these algorithms and their applicability to several key questions in
immunology (Almani et al., 2009; Ginodi et al., 2008; Louzoun et al.,
2006; Vider-Shalit et al., 2007a,b, 2009a,b). These tools were used
in this study to systematically analyze the epitope density of different protein domains. Proteins can be targeted for ubiquitinization
for a variety of reasons; a major source of such proteins is defective
ribosomal products (DRiPs) (Dolan et al., 2010). In the current analysis, the source off the proteins is irrelevant to the analysis, as we
computed only the fraction of ninemers that can become epitopes
given the degradation of the protein.
A genome-wide scan of epitopes in protein domains was performed, showing that certain protein domains, such as signal
peptides (SP) and trans-membrane (TM) domains, encode for the
highest number of MHC-I epitopes per sequence length. Our results
suggest that while the TM sequences are preferred purely based on
their hydrophobicity, SP seems to contain sequences, that are not
only hydrophobic, but are also well adapted, sequence-wise to presentation on MHC-I molecules. Our in-silico results with SP domain
coincided with the large number of identiﬁed immune epitopes
found in SP domains in the IEDB database.
Following up on these bioinformatics results, we went on
to experimentally compare SP epitopes to epitopes in other
regions of the same proteins. In particular, we asked whether
the in-silico estimations regarding the high immunogenicity of SP
domains can actually be translated into better vaccine targets with
higher immunodominant properties. To this end, we tested the
immunogenicity of nine proteins derived from the Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (MTb).
MTb is a pathogenic gram positive bacteria and the causative
agent of most cases of tuberculosis. MTb emerged 40,000 years ago
from its African progenitor, coinciding with the expansion of “modern” human populations out of Africa (Wirth et al., 2008). MTb is a
facultative intracellular bacterium that has evolved sophisticated
mechanisms to survive and replicate inside host mononuclear
phagocytes (Welsh and Mason, 2001). The pathogenicity of MTb, its
long history of co-existence with humans and its high incidence of
infection (approximately 1/3 of the human population is infected)
together with the involvement of CTL in anti-MTb immunity (Cho
et al., 2000; Hervas-Stubbs et al., 2006), make the MTb an excellent
model to search for co-evolution footprints of the adaptive immune
system antigen presentation machinery and proteins expressed by
this pathogen. Indeed, we found that SP induced stronger immune
responses in a larger proportion of the tested population than nonSP peptides in the same proteins.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Human and mouse sequences
Human and mouse gene sequences were used for this analysis.
The sequences were obtained from the Ensembl database (Hubbard
et al., 2009). The sequences represent the last build of the human
and mouse genomes where only known proteins were included.

Some domains have extremely high or low average epitope densities, which are due to a low frequency, often of highly homologous
sequences. In order to avoid such domains, we did not use any
domain that had less than 50 appearances in the genome in the
human domains. In the mouse, fewer domains were deﬁned, so we
used even domain groups with 15 occurrences. The resulting list
has 44,274 and 11,308 human and mouse deﬁned domains, respectively. A single sequence was analyzed in each gene, even if multiple
sequences of the same gene were available.
2.2. Domain deﬁnition
The domains in each gene were deﬁned according to the
EXPASY nomenclature (http://www.expasy.ch/). For each gene, we
extracted from the EXPASY website (Gasteiger et al., 2003) the
domains deﬁned for this gene. The sequence of this speciﬁc domain
was downloaded and the number of epitopes in the domains was
computed. Some of the domains overlapped, while some regions
were not deﬁned in any domain. We merged the results of similar
domains with slightly varying names. The list of domains used can
be found in the supplementary material (Supplementary material
Table 1).
2.3. Relative epitope density computation
We have analyzed the ratio between the epitope density in
given domains and the epitope density expected in a random
sequence. The epitope number was computed using three algorithms: a homemade cleavage algorithm (Ginodi et al., 2008), a
TAP binding algorithm developed by Peters et al. (2003) and the
BIMAS MHC binding algorithms. We have used 31 HLA alleles and
weighted the results according to the allele frequency in the global
human population. The algorithms accuracy was systematically
validated using epitope databases. A detailed description of the
algorithms and their validation can be found in previous works
(Almani et al., 2009; Louzoun et al., 2006; Vider-Shalit et al., 2007a).
Brieﬂy, for each domain we computed the number of epitopes in
the domain divided by the number of ninemer peptides that are
fully in this domain and deﬁned this ratio as the epitope density.
We did not take into account epitopes spanning two domains.
2.4. MHC binding predictions for MTb epitopes
The MTb binding prediction was performed for the most
frequent HLA class I alleles in the world populations. The binding strength of 9 ninemers to the Class I alleles was predicted
again using the BIMAS software (http://bimas.cit.nih.gov/). Binding strength for Class I were deﬁned as: strong, peptide score of
100+; medium, 10–100; weak, 5–10.
MHC class I epitopes prediction from each MTb antigen was performed on the entire functional SP domain as deﬁned by SignalP 3.0
server (Bendtsen et al., 2004). In order to select control peptides for
MHC binding, in non-SP domain, we used the following selection
criteria:
1. In antigens with no previously known immunodominant properties e.g. ‘Rv0476/MTO4941 precursor’ or ‘Uncharacterized
protein Rv1334/MT1376 precursor’, sequences with a similar
length to that of the entire SP domain were analyzed in the entire
mature protein and were categorized as high (a), moderate (b),
or low (c) MHC binding afﬁnities.
2. In proteins that were previously reported to encode immunogenic MHC-I epitopes like ‘Lipoprotein lpqH’ and ‘ATP dependent
helicase putative’ (De Groot et al., 2005; Mustafa et al., 2000;
Hohn et al., 2003; McMurry et al., 2005), the length of these published control epitopes was increased using the native sequence
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to match the length of the SP sequence of the same target antigen. One exception to the above rules was applied in the case of
‘Antigen 85B’. Since the ‘Antigen 85B’s published epitopes were
much shorter than the antigen’s SP domain (19 mer vs. 40 mer),
we kept their original length as is.

2.5. Statistics
All pair-wise comparisons were performed using T tests with
a Bonferroni correction. When comparing multiple groups, ﬁrst
an ANOVA was performed. Then each domain was compared to
the mean of all others using a two sided T test with a Bonferroni
correction.

2.6. Peptide synthesis
MTb SP-derived peptides were chemically synthesized (EMC
microcollections, Tubingen, Germany). Other peptides were chemically synthesized (GL Biochem, Shanghai, China) by fully automated
solid-phase peptide synthesis using Fmoc/tBu-strategy and Rinkamide-polystyrene resin. The purity and identity of all the peptides
were determined by HPLC-Mass Spectra analysis and were >70% or
>90% for the SP domains and >90% for any other control non-SP
peptides.

2.7. Proliferation induced by MTb peptides
PBMC from whole blood of naïve donors collected by the Israeli
National Blood Bank was separated on ﬁcoll gradient (Histopaque,
Sigma, Israel) at 1800 rpm for 30 min. PBMC was then suspended
at a ﬁnal concentration of 2 × 106 cells/ml in RPMI medium (Biological Industries, Beit haemek, IL) supplemented with 5% Human
AB serum (Sigma Israel, IL), l-glutamine, sodium pyruvate, nonessential amino-acid, HEPES and Gentamycin (Biological Industries,
Beit haemek, IL). Next, 100 l of the PBMC suspension was placed
in 96-well ﬂat bottom plates (Costar, Corning, US) together with
100 l of RPMI medium containing an evaluated synthetic peptide at the ﬁnal concentrations of 10 g/ml. To evaluate the overall
proliferation capacity of the PBMC, PHA was added at a ﬁnal concentration of 2 g/ml. As a negative control, we used PBMC with no
stimulant or with 10 g/ml of human Fab (Jacson ImmunoResearch
Suffolk, UK). Plates were cultured in 37 ◦ C, 5% CO2 and after 5–6
days 0.5uCi of 3 [H] Thymidine (Amersham, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK) was added to each well for an incubation of an
additional 18 h. Plates were harvested on UniFilter 96-well plates
(PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA), and counted using a ␤ counter
(Packard Matrix 96 direct beta-counter, Downers Grove, IL USA).

2.8. Development of SP induced T cell lines
Thawed PBMCs obtained from naïve donors underwent initial
stimulation for 7 days with peptides-pulsed autologous DC at a ratio
of 20:1 in RPMI medium supplemented with 50 IU/ml of human
recombinant IL-7 (PeproTech Asia, IL). Next, PBMCs underwent a
second stimulation for 5 days with peptide-pulsed adherent autologous monocytes in RPMI medium supplemented with 50 IU/ml of
Human IL-7. After 5 days, the cell growth medium was replaced
with a fresh medium containing 1 g/ml of peptides and 50 IU/ml
of human recombinant IL-2 (PeproTech Asia, IL) and the cells were
re-stimulated for an additional 48 h. The enriched T cells lines
developed using this protocol were used for phenotype and functional assays.
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2.9. Phenotypic analysis of SP-induced T cell lines
Phenotype evaluation of SP-induced T cell lines was performed
by FACS analysis. Brieﬂy, T cells were suspended at a ﬁnal concentration of 20 × 106 cells/ml in a blocking solution of PBS containing
3% FCS and 0.1% sodium azide; 50 l from this cell suspension
(1 × 106 cells) were transferred into a 5 ml FACS tube and incubated for 30 min on RT in the dark with the following conjugated
antibodies; anti-CD3-PE, anti-CD4 or anti-CD8-PerCPCy5.5, antiCD44-APC and anti-CD62L-FITC (Ebiosciences, San Diego, CA, USA).
Next, the cells were washed with 2 ml of the blocking buffer and
re-suspended in 0.5 ml of PBS. Samples were then read analyzed by
LSR II Flow cytometer (BD Biosciences San Jose, CA, USA).
2.10. Intracellular staining (ICS) ﬂow cytometry using SP-induced
T cell lines
For ICS analysis, T cells were re-stimulated for 6 h using autologous monocytes loaded with the evaluated SP peptides. Two hours
after the stimulation was initiated, 1 l/ml of BFA (GolgiPlag, BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA) was added to each sample for additional
4 h incubation. At the end of the stimulation, T cells were washed
twice with PBS and underwent cell surface staining with anti-CD3PE and anti-CD4 or anti-CD8–PerCPCy5.5. For ICS, T cells were
ﬁxed and permeabilized using the LeucoPerm Kit (AbD Serotec,
Kidlington, Oxford, UK). The cells were stained using APC conjugated IFN-gamma antibody or FITC conjugated IL-4 antibody (both
from eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA). For determination of the
maximal cytokine secretion, T cells were stimulated with 50 ng/ml
of PMA and 750 ng/ml of ionomycine. Samples were read analyzed
by LSR II Flow cytometer.
3. Results
3.1. SIR scores
We deﬁne the “Size of Immune Repertoire” (SIR) score of an
amino acid sequence as the ratio between the predicted CTL epitope
density found in this sequence and the epitope density expected in
a random sequence. The amino acid composition of the random
sequence follows the single amino acids and amino acid couples
distribution of human proteins (Vider-Shalit et al., 2007a). For
instance, assume a 308-amino acid sequence from a human protein
having 300 overlapping ninemers. If a set of 300 random nine-mers
with a typical human amino acid distribution is expected to have 10
HLA A*0201 epitopes and the original sequence is computed to have
only 4 HLA A*0201 epitopes, then the SIR score of this sequence for
HLA A*0201 would be 0.4. The SIR score of a protein sequence in
a population is deﬁned as the weighted average SIR score for all
HLAs, weighted by the HLA allele frequency in that population. An
average SIR score of less than 1 typically represents an immune
under-representation of the epitopes in the sequence; conversely,
an average SIR score of more than 1 represents an immune overpresentation of those epitopes. The current analysis used the HLA
frequencies of the entire human population and not of any speciﬁc
sub-population.
Effective presentation of CTL epitopes requires fulﬁlling three
criteria: (1) production of the peptide following proteasomal cleavage; the peptide should be produced by efﬁcient cleavage at its
ﬂanking sides and not be cleaved in its center (Ginodi et al., 2008);
(2) Efﬁcient transport of the peptide through the TAP machinery
into the ER; (3) High afﬁnity binding to an MHC-I molecule (Fig. 1).
In the case of SP, the transition through TAP to the ER may not be
always required since they can enter the ER via a TAP-independent
mechanism (Lyko et al., 1995; Martoglio and Dobberstein, 1998).
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for SIR score computation. Each human protein is divided into all ninemers and the appropriate ﬂanking regions (a). For each ninemer a cleavage score is
computed (b). For all ninemers with a positive cleavage score, a TAP binding was computed and supra-threshold peptides were chosen (c). The MHC binding score of all TAP
binding and cleaved ninemers was computed (d). Ninemers passing all these selection stages are deﬁned as epitopes. (e) The number of epitopes per protein per HLA allele
was then calculated.

Incorporating all the three requirements has resulted in high
quality prediction of naturally processed epitopes (Ginodi et al.,
2008; Vider-Shalit et al., 2007a,b, 2009a). All the algorithms
used here were successfully validated using various quality
assurance processes on seven different databases of experimentally determined epitopes to ensure that the error levels are
low enough to allow a through and reliable systematic analysis of the domain repertoires (see http://peptibase.cs.biu.ac.il/
peptibase/validation.htm).
3.2. SIR scores of different protein domains
The functional protein domains of all human proteins were
extracted from Expasy and gathered into groups of similar domain
name/activity. The human proteins used were those deﬁned as
known proteins appearing in the Ensembl database (Hubbard et al.,
2009). Similar domains were grouped together (see Supplementary
materials Table 1 for a list of domains used in the analysis). To allow
for reliable statistics, only domains appearing in at least 50 proteins
in the human genome were used.
SIR scores were calculated using the most common HLA-A (9
alleles), HLA-B (19 alleles) and HLA-C (3 alleles) with well-deﬁned
binding motifs. These combined HLA alleles should statistically
cover 80–90% of the human population. Since a comparative analysis was performed, octamers and decamers were ignored under
the assumption that their statistics would resemble those of nonamers. We have checked the epitope density either with or without
the TAP transition algorithm as SP can enter the ER also in a TAP
independent manner (Yewdell et al., 1998).
3.3. TM and SP domain sequences exhibit high SIR scores in
human and mouse proteins
When comparing the SIR scores of all human protein domains
without using the TAP module, two domains emerge as having a
signiﬁcantly high SIR score (p < 1.e−8, T-test between each group
and the overall mean of all sampled domains with Bonferroni correction): The TM and the SP regions (Fig. 2). When incorporating

the TAP module, no domain has a signiﬁcantly higher epitope density than any of the other domains (same statistics, Supplementary
material Fig. 1). SP probably does not necessarily require TAP binding in order to enter to the ER (Yewdell et al., 1998) and thus they
remain as the best candidates for high epitope density regions. Past
publications support our analysis. Weinzierl et al. used the TAPdeﬁcient cell line LCL721.174 and its TAP-expressing progenitor cell
line LCL721.45 to identify more than 160 HLA ligands, 50 of which
were presented through a TAP-independent pathway. About half of
the identiﬁed TAP-independent presented peptides were derived
from SP. The rest were not derived from SP and may have partly
been generated by the proteasome. The HLA of the indentiﬁed
SP ligands were mainly HLA-A*0201 and HLA-B*5101 (Weinzierl
et al., 2008). Note that in the current analysis, all epitopes not fully
included within a given domain (e.g. epitopes starting in a domain
but ending outside the domain) were ignored.
In order to test the robustness of these results, a similar analysis was performed on mouse proteins using six mouse class I
MHC alleles (Db , Dd , Kb , Kd , Kk , Ld ), weighting equally each allele.
In the mouse analysis, we compared the expected epitope density in SP and TM domains to the average epitope density in all
mouse domains. Again the SP and TM domains had a signiﬁcantly
higher SIR score compared to other domains when the TAP module was not used (Supplemantary material Fig. 2) (p < 0.05, T-test
between each group and mean with Bonferroni correction). When
the TAP module was used, the difference between the SIR score of
SP and TM domains and all other domains was not signiﬁcant (data
not shown). Note that although the mouse results echoed those of
the human, the frequencies of the alleles used does not necessarily represent their evolved frequency in the natural house-mouse
population.
To cross validate these results, we also checked the human SP
on mouse MHC alleles and vice versa (Fig. 3). Human SP exhibit
higher epitope density on human HLA alleles than on mouse MHC
alleles and vice versa. The results indicate that the preference
for SP domains is species-dependent and not solely dependent
on attributes shared by these two domain types, such as their
hydrophobicity.
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Fig. 2. SIR score (without TAP) of all domains in the Expasy domain list with more than 50 segments. The domains were arranged by the signiﬁcance of their deviation from
an SIR score of 1. Only the SP and the TM domains have a signiﬁcantly high epitope density (p < 0.05). For all other domains there is no signiﬁcant difference (p > 0.05).

3.4. Published epitopes found in sp domains
In order to validate our bioinformatic results, we repeated
the analysis on published epitopes. All ninemere epitopes from
the IEDB database (Sathiamurthy et al., 2005), discovered by
MHC ligand elution assays from a human source presented on a
human MHC, were downloaded (1012 epitopes ignoring repetitions). The epitopes were not ﬁltered for their HLA allele or any
other properties. We only required these epitopes to be presented
on human MHC molecules in natural consequences (e.g. excluding peptides inserted into cells). The source protein of each epitope
was extracted from the IEDB database. We then downloaded from
the ‘Uniprot’ database the distribution of domains in each protein containing an IEDB epitope. The frequency per amino acid of
epitopes (i.e. the number of epitopes divided by the number of candidate ninemers) in SP was three time higher than expected from
the distribution of SP in the proteins containing the epitopes (Chi
square test, p < 1.e−6). TM domains were not signiﬁcantly overrepresented in the published epitopes.

3.5. Tapasin-independent MHC alleles exhibit enhanced
immunogenicity of SP sequences
TAP is involved in the transfer of peptides to the ER, but also in
the loading of peptides to the MHC molecule. The loading requires
the help of the Tapasin molecule (Wright et al., 2004). While the
need for Tapasin is shared by most HLA alleles, there is a limited
number of alleles that exhibit TAP and Tapasin independent peptide
loading. If SP based epitopes are transferred to the ER in a TAP independent pathway, they will probably not be loaded by Tapasin into
the MHC-I molecule binding cleft. We repeated the analysis of the
epitope prediction for all human proteins (as previously described)
for each HLA allele separately. We checked the ratio between the
epitope density in SP versus all other domains in the TAP and
Tapasin-independent alleles for which there were available MHC
binding prediction algorithms (A*0201, B*0702, B*2702, B*2705,
B*5102, B*5103 (Brusic et al., 1998)). These alleles have a cumulative frequency of 45% in the Caucasian population. Fig. 4 shows
that the epitope density in SP compared to other proteins is even
higher in Tapasin independent alleles compared to all other alleles.
These results suggest that if evolutionary selection had occurred
for the preferential presentation of SP, it mainly occurred on the
level of peptides that enter the ER through the TAP-independent
pathway and bind the MHC molecules without the aid of
Tapasin.
3.6. Hydrophobicity enhances the SIR scores of TM and SP
domains

Fig. 3. SP SIR scores. The ﬁrst two columns are the SP SIR scores in human alleles
(using human proteins) and in mouse alleles (using mouse proteins). The last two
columns are the cross validation (human on mouse and mouse on human). All measurements were performed without the TAP computation. The ﬁrst three columns
are signiﬁcant at a p < 0.05 level.

A plausible way to explain the high epitope density of the SP and
TM regions may be their inherent high hydrophobicity. Hydrophobic regions were previously reported to have high epitope densities
(Lucchiari-Hartz et al., 2003). To check the effect of hydrophobicity on the epitope repertoire and whether this effect can explain
the high epitope density in TM and SP domains, we measured the
correlation between the epitope density and hydrophobicity on
all human protein domains, as deﬁned above. The SIR score with
or without TAP binding was compared to the hydrophobicity of
each domain calculated using three different hydrophobicity scales
(Eisenberg, 1984; Janin, 1979; Kyte and Doolittle, 1982).
The SP and TM domains, being highly hydrophobic regions,
exhibited a high epitope density. Moreover, the three tested different hydrophobicity scales showed a clear positive association
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Fig. 4. SP SIR scores. The ﬁrst column is the full SIR score with TAP. The second column is the SIR without TAP. The third column is the SIR when only Tapasin independent
alleles are incorporated. The last two columns are similar to the second and third columns, but divided by the SIR score of the same regions scrambled. These measures are
used to estimate the effect of the hydrophobicity on the SIR score. Columns 2, 3, and 5 are signiﬁcantly higher than 1 (p < 0.05). The SIR score was normalized to have an
average SIR score of 1 on all human domains measured.

appeared between the SIR score and the observed hydrophobicity
of TM or SP domains either with or without the TAP binding (see, for
example, Fig. 5 using the Kyte and Doolittle scale hydrophobicity
scale (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982)).
3.7. The amino acid sequence inﬂuences the SIR scores of SP
domains, but not of TM domains
To test whether the high SIR score for these two domains (SP
and TM) was due only to their higher hydrophobicity or to their
speciﬁc sequence, we compared the original sequences of the SP
and TM domains found in all human protein domains, to a scrambled version of these sequences. TM domains had similar SIR scores

as compared to their scrambled counterparts (p = NS). The original
SP domains had a signiﬁcantly higher SIR score compared to their
scrambled counterparts (p < 0.05), both when checking all alleles
or Tapasin-independent alleles (Fig. 4). Thus, it seems that while
in TM regions the only element affecting the high epitope density is their amino acid composition, in SP, the detailed amino acid
sequence also signiﬁcantly affects their unique immunogenicity.
This effect can be either due to some arbitrary correlation between
the SP sequence and many MHC binding motifs, to some proteasomal preferential cleavage, or to an evolutionary selection for
preferable presentation of SP. The current analysis cannot determine whether structural or evolutional–immunological reasons
underlie the differences in immunogenicity between SP and other
domains. However, even if the high epitope density of SP domains
is the result of arbitrary correlation between the properties of these
domains and the binding motifs, such domains may still be optimal
candidates for vaccines.
3.8. SP domains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis proteins are more
immunogenic than other domains in the same proteins

Fig. 5. Combined histogram of SIR score and hydrophobicity (based on the KiteDoolittle measure). The SIR score and hydrophobicity of each domain were
computed and the joint distribution of their value is represented as a twodimensional histogram. The two measures are correlated (p < 1.e−10). Similar
results were obtained for other hydrophobicity scales. A high hydrophobicity leads
to a high SIR score. This hydrophobicity-related effect explains the large part of the
observed relative increase in SP and TM epitope densities.

To check whether the in-silico estimations regarding the high
immunogenicity of SP domains can actually be translated into
better vaccine targets with enhanced immunodominant properties, we used proteins from the MTb. For an initial screening,
we selected 9 known and novel MTb proteins. 19–40mer peptides representing the entire SP domains in these targets were
synthesized, partially puriﬁed (>70% purity) and evaluated in a
proliferation assay, using PBMCs obtained from eleven independent naïve healthy donors representing a large pool of HLA alleles.
All nine SP-peptides (domains) exhibited a positive ≥2 stimulation index (SI) in some donors. The average SI of each SP peptide
was signiﬁcantly higher (T-test p < 0.05) than that of HuFab used in
this and other studies (Morgan and Weigle, 1981) as a the negative control (data not shown). In order to exclude past exposure
to MTb, proliferation was performed in all evaluated donors to
MTb puriﬁed protein derivative (PPD). No correlation was found
between the proliferation to PPD and to SP Domains (data not

Table 1
MTb epitopes and SP domains used in this study and the proliferative response they induce. Various peptides were assayed for proliferation using PBMC of 13 healthy donor. SI represents an average of 8 different experiments
using 13 different naïve donors. Percent positive represents patients with SI > 2. Bolded numbers represent groups signiﬁcantly different from other groups responding to peptides in the same protein (Fisher exact p < 0.05).
Peptide details

Proliferation
Antigen

Sequence

Location in protein

Length (aa)

MTb SP

Hum SP

Donorsb

Percent positive

SI

VXL201 Total
VXL201a
VXL201b
VXL201c

Antigen 85B A5U3Q3

MTDVSRKIRA WGRRLMIGTA AAVVLPGLVG LAGGAATAGA
QQFIYAGSLSALLDPSQGM
YLQVPSPSMGRDIKVQFQ
FSRPGLPVEYLQVPSPSM

1–40
181–199
50–67
41–58

40
19
18
18

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

13
6
6
6

85%
50%
17%
0%

2.2
1.97
1.4
1.3

VXL203 Total
VXL203 Pure
VXL203a

Lipoprotein lpqH
P0A5J0

MKRGLTVAVA
GAAILVAGLS GCSS
AATGIAAVLT DGNPPEVKSV GLGN

1–42
1–42
81–104

24
24
24

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

13
9
6

54%
56%
50%

2
5.4
2

VXL208 Total
VXL208 Pure
VXL208a

ATP dependent helicase
putative CDC1551

MRFAQPSALS RFSALTRDWF
TSTFAAPTAA QA
EVLRILRRRS LAALRAQAEP VSTAAYGRFL PA

1–32
1–32
1172–1203

32
32
32

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

13
9
6

77%
66%
0%

2.6
5.4
1.7

VXL211 Total
VXL211 Pure
VXL211a
VXL211b

Un char protein
Rv0476/MTO4941 prec
P64695

MLVLLVAVLVTAVYAFVHA

1–19
1–19
63–81
62–80

19
19
19
19

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

13
9
6
6

85%
78%
0%
0%

2.71
5.3
1.6
1.3

VXL212 Total
VXL212 Pure
VXL212a
VXL212b

Un char protein
Rv1334/MT1376 prec
P64813

MLLRKGTVYVLVIRADLVNAMVAHA

1–25
1–25
93–117
30–54

25
25
25
25

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

13
9
6
6

54%
78%
0%
0%

1.94
3.4
1.3
1.1

140 (tot)
199 (tot)

Yes
No

Yes
No

65
90

56%
13%

TEAYPSRT DVKLATEPDA HYVLVST
P DEACGVLAGP EGSDRPERHI PMTN

Total SP sequences
Total non-SP sequences
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MTb peptide name

MSACASGV YLVDVRPKLL E
AMSACASGV YLVDVRPKLL

a

UnChar= Uncharacterized; Prec= Precursor.
a
Vaccine’s sequence represent the human SP. MTb SP is usually longer.
b
Bold represent signiﬁcant differences between observed and expected SP and non-SP sequences (p < 0.015 or lower).
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Table 2
Phenotype and Functional properties of SP-induced T cell lines: T cell lines derived from naïve healthy donor PBMCs were assayed using ﬂow cytometry for CD4, CD8, CD44,
CD62 co-expression and for IFN-gamma and IL-4 secretion. Results are represented as percent positive cells following the 3rd stimulation.
T cell line

Phenotype (FACS analysis)

Function (ICS)

CD4+ T Cells
high

Anti-VXL201
Anti-VXL203
Anti-VXL208
Anti-VXL211
Anti-VXL212
Naïve PBMC
a

CD8+ T cells
+

high

CD4+ T Cells
+

CD8+ T Cells

CD44

CD62L

CD44

CD62L

IFN-gamma

IL-4

IFN-gamma

IL-4

40.9%
40.5–49.2
52.6
38–41
NDa
0

17
10.5–39.4
22
6.5–28.7
ND
2.1–4

79.4
53–79.7
50.2
47.6–80
ND
1.3–1.5

11.8
8.2–17.8
32.1
4.4–40.9
ND
5.9–6

ND
1.7–3.4
0
1.4–3.4
ND
0

ND
0
0
0
ND
0

ND
2.6–8.2
0.3
3.4–10.6
ND
0

ND
0
0
0
ND
0

ND: Not done.

shown). The percent of responders to SP sequences in the PPD
positive donors was not different from that of the PPD negative
donors. From these nine evaluated peptides, ﬁve (namely, VXL201,
VXL203, VXL208, VXL211 and VXL212) manifested a stronger SI and
a higher fraction of responding donors and were subject to further
evaluation (Table 1). To speciﬁcally check immunogenic properties of the SP-derived peptides/domains, all peptides, excluding
VXL201, were further puriﬁed (>90% purity) and checked for their
ability to induce proliferation on the previous and/or additional
naïve healthy donors compared to proliferation to control peptides
derived from non-SP domains in the same ﬁve antigens (see Section
2)
Table 1 summarizes the proliferation results for the ﬁve tested
proteins on PBMC obtained from eleven naive healthy donors
tested on cruder SP (11) peptides (purity >70%) or PBMC from
six naive donors using only purer (purity >90%) SP and nonSP peptides (excluding VXL201). In total, while on average a SP
sequence induced an immune response in 56% of healthy donors,
only 13% of the same donors responded to an equal-length non-SP
related control sequence (p < 0.000005, Fisher exact). These results
were systematically observed in 4/5 of the speciﬁc MTb proteins,
where more donors responded to SP than to non-SP (*p < 0.05 or
**p < 0.1, Fisher exact). Systematically higher stimulation Indices
were recorded to SP than to non-SP peptides when cruder peptides
were used. When purer peptides of SP or non-SP peptides were
used, the differences were even further enhanced.
To conﬁrm MHC class I preference of the SP peptides, we
have characterized the phenotype and function of T cell lines that
we have developed to the ﬁve MTb-speciﬁc SP peptide/domains
referred to above. The emerging cell lines from 2 individual donors
were found to express the memory-cell activation marker CD44high
and the central memory marker CD62L+ in both CD4+ and CD8+
subpopulations. Results, in CD4+ T cells, ranged from 38 to 52% and
17 to 39.4% for CD44high and CD62L+ , respectively. Results in CD8+
T cells were higher and ranged from 47 to 80% and 4.5 to 41% for
CD44high and CD62L+ , respectively (Table 2). The same T cell lines
presented high and speciﬁc IFN-gamma production at the range
of 1.5-3.5% and 2.5-10.5% for both CD4+ and CD8+ cells, respectively, following stimulation with the SP domains in the VXL203
and VXL211 peptides. In these donors, cytokine production was
Th1 associated, since the same peptide- stimulated T cell lines did
not produce the Th2 cytokine IL-4. The same cell lines efﬁciently
lysed MHC-restricted autologous target cells infected with the MTb
bacteria (data not shown). A detailed analysis of these cell lines
properties is beyond the scope of the current work.
Taken together, the in vitro results suggest that, on average,
more than 50% (range 39–69%) of the target evaluated population
responded to SP domains from MTb antigens, a response frequency
that is signiﬁcantly higher than that observed to non-SP inner parts
of the same MTb antigens.

4. Discussion
The rational design of sub-unit peptide vaccines relies on the
smart choice of epitopes. However, the focus on speciﬁc alleledependent epitopes such as HLA*A0201 limits the applicability of
such vaccines only to these HLA alleles. An alternative method to
this is to use protein domains with an inherent broad immunogenicity.
Here we show that in humans and mice, two domains are inherently immunogenic: the TM and SP domains. These domains had
consistently high epitope densities when the peptide cleavage and
MHC binding were included in the analysis. When TAP was included
in the analysis, the differences were not signiﬁcant; however, at
least in the case of SP, the effect of TAP is less crucial, since SP
can actively enter the ER even in the absence of functional TAP
machinery (Lyko et al., 1995; Martoglio and Dobberstein, 1998).
The hydrophobicity of the TM and SP domains contributes to their
inherent immunogenicity. In SP the speciﬁc position of key amino
acids also supports the immunogenicity especially in regard to alleles that do not need tapasin to aid in peptide loading onto the
MHC.
SP are found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes and target proteins to different cellular compartments (e.g. ER, nucleus,
mitochondria) (Lyko et al., 1995). SPs are usually found in the Nterminus of protein and share an organelle-related common motif;
notwithstanding, different SP of different antigens exhibit high
sequence variability with no particular sequence identity while
conforming to the motif needed to maintain their functionality
(Martoglio and Dobberstein, 1998). This allows the induction of
antigen speciﬁc response using merely the antigen’s SP domain. In
this study, each of the evaluated SP domains was veriﬁed by BLAST
analysis to have no identity with any other human sequence. The
antigen speciﬁc properties of SPs were previously shown by other
groups (Martoglio, 2003). The bioinformatically suggested inherent
immunogenicity of the SP domain was checked in vitro, showing
that SP of MTb proteins are more immunogenic than similar length,
non-SP inner-peptides that in few of the cases were reported to
encode highly immunogenic epitopes.
A study by Jiang et al. appears to support our ﬁndings. Results
in this study showed that vaccination of mice with a 18 mer SP
derived from the bacterial antigen Ag2/PRA, either as a gene or
as a synthetic peptide, could induce protective immunity against
the Coccidioidomycosis microbial pathogen from which the SP was
derived. The protective response was superior to that of the mature
protein without the SP. Moreover, the protection was highly speciﬁc as a frame-shift mutation in Ag2/PRA SP abolished the speciﬁc
immune activity (Jiang et al., 2002). Similar advantages of using SP
epitopes were also shown when the epitopes were derived from
MUC1, a highly prevalent tumor associated antigen (TAA) (Brossart
et al., 1999; Carmon et al., 2000; Correa et al., 2005).
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Using entire functional protein domains in general, and SP
domains speciﬁcally, has a number of advantages over the use of
full length protein antigens or single epitope peptides. Speciﬁcally:
(a) Promiscuous binding to MHC alleles: entire functional domains
can induce a more robust response in the majority of the population. Unlike single epitope peptide vaccines, using entire
functional domains does not require individuals/patients to be
selected according to their MHC haplotype. Our results with
ﬁve SP domains for MTb proteins showed promiscuous activation of multiple T cell clones both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and
the expression of a key Th1 cytokine: IFN-gamma.
(b) Combination of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell epitopes. Vaccines fully
based on CD8+ T cell epitopes are not expected to induce a CD4+
T cell response. Vaccines based on entire functional domains can
induce these two types of response.
(c) Non hazardous. In contrast to attenuated viruses/bacteria,
peptides composed of a single domain have no functional cytopathic effect. They represent a good balance between the need
to present multiple epitopes and the required safety of the vaccine.
(d) Stand-alone vaccines: unlike most single epitope peptide vaccines which are usually poor immunogens (Marchand et al.,
1999), SP domains have lipophilic sequences that enable
prompt delivery across the cell membrane. This allows
enhanced immunogenicity in vitro and their administration
without any additional delivery systems. Past studies demonstrated augmented immune responses to MHC class I epitopes
from MART or from Ovalbumin antigens via linking to a SP
sequence derived from the E3/19 protein of adenovirus type
2. In the case of Ovalbumin, the immune response produced by
the SP linked epitopes was comparable to that achieved via IFA
(Minev et al., 1994, 2000).
(e) TAP-independent presentation: we and others have shown that
SP domains/epitopes have the unique ability to avoid a frequent
immune escape mechanism - TAP deﬁciency, adopted by cancer
cells and intracellular pathogens like MTb (Dorfel et al., 2005;
Lyko et al., 1995).
One caveat that can be suggested against the basic concept of the
epitope density as a meaningful measure is that given the immunodominance of a limited number of epitopes (Irvine and Bennink,
2006), the total amount of epitopes is of no importance. This caveat
however does not apply to regions of a few tens of amino acids,
since such regions rarely contain more than one epitope and usually have none. Thus, in short sequences, epitope density represents
the presence or absence of HLA-related immunogenic epitopes. A
high epitope density, in these cases, represents higher HLA allele
coverage.
An intriguing question that emerges from these results is the
underlying mechanism explaining the high epitope density in SP
domains. This high epitope density may be the result of an arbitrary overlap between the typical patterns of SP and frequent MHC
binding motifs. Alternatively, the high epitope density in such
domains could be explained on the basis of an evolutionary advantage caused by preferential presentation of hydrophobic sequences
and especially SPs. Host-pathogen co-evolutionary pressures can
change the relative frequency of the different HLA alleles in a population (Kiepiela et al., 2004). It is thus possible that HLA alleles
preferentially presenting SP epitopes were selected.
The highly conserved SP motif is almost similar in Eukaryotes and Prokaryotes (Nielsen et al., 1997). Taking together the
absolute need for pathogens to use secreted proteins to manipulate their hosts (Dietrich and Doherty, 2009; Mazzaccaro et al.,
1996; Teitelbaum et al., 1999), and the host mechanisms that
evolved in order to present bacterial peptides on MHC-I molecules
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(Mazzaccaro et al., 1996), these two notions might both substantiate the evolutionary/immunological incentive to over represent
SP peptides on host MHC-I and a plausible way by which to execute this incentive. A similar logic might explain why evolutionarily
highly-conserved proteins, such as heat-shock proteins, are known
to exhibit cross-species immunogenicity (Zugel and Kaufmann,
1999a; Zugel and Kaufmann, 1999b). More experimental proof for
the generality of the domain-based immunogenicity, of SP and
other domains, is yet to be pursued.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.molimm.2011.01.006.
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